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THE MEDIA AND ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY GREW TO INR 1.5 TRILLION IN 2017, ACCORDING TO A FICCI-EY  
REPORT. THIS SIGNALS GREAT OPPORTUNITY FOR CONTENT CREATORS AND BROADCASTERS ALIKE

SCALING 
DIGITAL HEIGHTS
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usiness models for 

broadcasters are 

not what they used 

to be. Yesteryear’s 

broadcasters are today’s 

media companies or 

content owners, and their success depends 

on uncovering new opportunities and 

outlets for programming and maximising 

distribution. However, supporting these new 

outlets using technologies like media asset 

B

Media asset management solutions are a key requirement and 

challenge as well for contemporary broadcasters as they need to 

balance faster workflows with greater security and easier accessYES, MAM

management (MAM) can be labour intensive 

and expensive. Over the years, MAM systems 

witnessed a great learning curve based on 

key broadcast technology landmarks and 

customer feedback.

Contrary to the one-shoe-that-fits-all-

theory, the system has evolved to become 

customisable to suit the needs of individual 

users. “It is adept in resolving contemporary 

challenges faced by broadcasters, since at the 

very core, MAM offers flexibility, controlled 

collaborative organisation of content along 

with faster, easy and accessible productive 

workflows that integrate with third party 

systems. This enables media management 

from one source for a distributive network of 

other linked platforms,” explained Kulvinder 

Singh, VP, sales, SAARC, Aveco. 

The industry, on the whole, has evolved 

following changes in viewership choices, 

preferences and viewing patterns. Today, the 

audience has, and demands, a multitude of 
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variety, innovation and multitude of content 

across platforms. Therefore, a major concern 

that broadcasters had was whether their 

MAM systems could adhere to strict security 

protocols, a challenge that contemporary 

solutions have risen to. 

“For decades, industry standards 

committees have been focused on developing 

a functional interoperability platform. 

SMPTE’s Interoperable Master Format 

(IMF) now provides a tried and tested 

(Quality Control), Mastering and Archival 

are performed separately for each territory. 

In the absence of centralization, there is 

no standardisation of business processes and 

no transparency of operations taking place 

across the global supply chain. “New-age 

cloud solutions like media ERP address 

these challenges by enabling broadcasters 

to automate not just within silos, but across 

the entire content supply chain. With 

end-to-end Work Order Management, 

pre-integrated with MAM, media ERP 

ushers in operational efficiencies like never 

before. It allows users to manage assets 

(with associated metadata and essences), 

resources (including internal, freelancers 

and thirrd party vendors), tasks (including 

generation, timeline estimation, scheduling, 

assignment etc.) and orchestration of 

content workflows all on ONE system. With 

in-built Business Process Management 

(BPM), such solutions automate file 

media format, which allows media and 

entertainment companies to offer end-

to-end IMF workflows that leverage IMF 

specifications without overloading processes 

with internal conversions or limitations in 

the content management structure,” added 

David Abel, sales director, Tedial.

OVERCOMING HURDLES
Today, running a profitable TV channel 

is more difficult than ever and, the OTT 

phenomenon is keeping executives awake 

at night. Never before has there been such 

a pressing need for speed and reducing 

operating cost across the industry. As 

the number of original hours of content 

increases, so have the complexities in 

content operations including the number 

of versions, vendors, departments and staff 

involved. Moreover, for broadcasters with a 

wide international footprint, operations like 

Content Download, Compliance Editing, QC 

“MAM CAN RESOLVE 
CONTEMPORARY CHALLENGES 
FACED BY BROADCASTERS, SINCE 
AT ITS CORE, IT OFFERS FLEXIBILITY, 
CONTROLLED COLLABORATIVE 
ORGANISATION OF CONTENT 
ALONG WITH FASTER, EASY 
AND ACCESSIBLE PRODUCTIVE 
WORKFLOWS.” 
– KULVINDER SINGH, VP, SALES,  

SAARC, AVECO

“THE BROADCAST COMMUNITY 
EXPECTS AI TO BE MARRIED 
TO  THEIR MAM TOOLS AND 
ARCHIVE SYSTEMS IN CLEVER 
WAYS TO OPTIMISE LABOUR 
RESOURCES, INCREASE 
EFFICIENCIES AND EXTEND 
THE VIABILITY OF THEIR 
PROGRAMMING INVESTMENTS 
GLOBALLY.”
– DAVID ABEL, SALES DIRECTOR, TEDIAL
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“THE TECHNOLOGIES UTILISED 
TO RECEIVE, PREPARE, QC 
AND DISTRIBUTE CONTENT TO 
THOUSANDS OF LOCATIONS 
PRESENTS AN ADDITIONAL HURDLE 
TO OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY. 
TO ACHIEVE FASTER TIME TO 
MARKET, BROADCASTERS NEED 
AUTOMATION NOT JUST WITHIN 
THEIR SILOS BUT ACROSS THE 
ENTIRE CONTENT SUPPLY CHAIN.” 
– T SHOBHANA, VP, GLOBAL HEAD OF 

MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS, 

PRIME FOCUS TECHNOLOGIES
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processing, and provide real time dashboards 

to track the status of all tasks conveniently 

from a single user interface,” said T 

Shobhana, VP, global head of marketing and 

communications, Prime Focus Technologies.

CHANGING PERSPECTIVES
MAM has moved beyond the initial database 

and archiving solution that it had started out 

as. By 2015 forward thinking broadcasters 

recognised that workflow automation was 

the only way to address ever-increasing 

versioning and monetisation demands, and 

the most reliable way to manage workflow 

automation is through metadata driven 

workflows orchestrated by a modern  

MAM system. 

“The broadcast community expects 

Artificial Intelligence to be married 

to their media management tools and 

archive systems in clever ways to optimise 

labour resources, increase efficiencies and 

extend the viability of their programming 

investments globally,” said Abel. Today’s 

broadcasters require speed, flexibility and 

ease of use from their MAM, they need it to 

tie together and integrate the workflow from 

capture to production, management, and 

delivery of their programming. “With the 

ability bridge signal-based architecture with 

file-based workflow, and while delivering 

powerful automation, transcoding, and 

editing across single and multiple sites, 

today’s MAM has grown past being just 

a database for archiving assets. Even 

archiving is now an integrated workflow 

that can often include moving assets to the 

cloud,” explained David Schleifer, COO, 

Primestream. 

The broadcasting industry has seen a 

tremendous change in media management, 

operational and automated workflows as 

well as distribution from one source to a 

multiplicity of screens and platforms.  What 

one can clearly note is that in the present 

day the upsurge in viewership platforms 

is growing at accelerated pace directly 

proportionate to the corresponding demand 

of varied, quality content in line with the 

interplay of demographic and preferential 

factors that drive viewers’ content 

consumption. 

“In the framework of the said dynamics 

MAM serves a critical component for 

the broadcaster from ingest to play-out 

and archiving it serves as a complete 

management solution that enables not 

just viewing and archiving but a robust yet 

flexible media management interface per 

say review, search, management, archiving, 

automated workflow operations, review, 

publish, enhance productivity, content 

security, minimise the scope of human 

error by virtue of automated processes,  

integration with other third party systems,  

distribution and deployment to digital and 

non-digital platforms,” said Singh.

Workflow Matters

Naturally CIOs and CTOs at broadcasting 

companies are using their MAM solutions 

to make their workflows more efficient. 

While users will pick systems for ease of 

use, executives will focus on user group task 

management and orchestration, automated 

ingest processes and distribution systems, 

and dashboard and reporting systems that 

allow CIOs and CTOs analysis of the key 

performance metrics for further refinement. 

“Modern MAM systems are written 

in HTML and are browser-based and 

flexible tools that can be ‘skinned’ for each 

user group, hiding the complexity of the 

underlying integrated systems,” said Abel.

 IP streaming.



“EVEN ARCHIVING IS NOW AN 
INTEGRATED WORKFLOW THAT 
CAN OFTEN INCLUDE MOVING 
ASSETS TO THE CLOUD.” 
– DAVID SCHLEIFER, COO, 

PRIMESTREAM.
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INTEGRATION INITIATIVES
MAM systems have evolved to integrate 

sophisticated search features in the 

newsroom, especially with the exponential 

growth of content. Live events, up-to-the-

minute news coverage and sports events 

require MAMs to provide multiple searches 

of the archive for relevant material at the 

same moment in time. Some have search 

protocols to support live event capture 

and live AI integration, including multi-

camera capture systems and 360-degree 

video for VR production. With the growing 

complexities of multi-platform distribution, 

broadcasters can no longer rest on existing 

and independently functioning systems that 

result in ‘Islands of Automation’. 

“The variety of technologies utilised to 

receive, prepare, QC and distribute content 

to thousands of locations presents an 

additional hurdle to operational efficiency. 

To achieve faster time to market with 

increased efficiencies, broadcasters need 

automation not just within their silos but 

across the entire content supply chain,” 

said Shobhana. When investigating a MAM, 

executives should analyse the BPM system 

which typically runs the human based 

workflows to ensure that it is not constricted 

by a ‘single-server’ design and scales across 

AUTO MODE
As more assets of the broadcasters become 

increasingly cloud-based MAM solutions are 

now enabled to safeguard these with robust 

security protocols. Tedial, for instance, has 

deployments in public and private cloud 

implementations and our software leverages 

the cloud provider’s security as well as their 

own permissions and secure operations 

system parameters. 

Broadcasters are finding this of less 

concern as they embrace the capabilities 

of the cloud for fast deployment and quick 

directional changes. With new formats, 

storage and delivery methods capturing and 

managing media has become more complex, 

to address these issues, Primestream has 

new technology enhancements that advance 

today’s media landscape through solutions 

for IP stream ingest, integrated review and 

approval, 4K/UHD end-to-end workflow, 

plus centralised configuration and an 

Xchange public APIs. 

“On the flip side to the pros of cloud-based 

management there are real dangers that 

exist, the most widely debated of which is, 

security of the content, personal versus 

public accessibility protocols, failure of 

which would result in major leaks, which 

in turn would mean financial, economic, 

credibility and other business losses for 

the broadcaster. Another issue that lies 

unaddressed at large is the assurance of fair 

business practices, pricing, content access 

and recovery, legalities and other issues 

herein,” said Singh.

There is also a lot of automation that 

is absolutely necessary in contemporary 

MAM for newsroom, where a lot of work 

is done remotely. An automated ingest 

workflow that captures incoming stories 

or camera card inputs, tags the media with 

useful metadata and automatically routes 

the assets to either remote locations or to 

user task assignment is critical for today’s 

operations. Newsroom setups are more 

complex and fast paced than those of other 

kinds of productions. 

The need for quick real time response, 

accuracy of processes and changing scenario 

makes it difficult to constrict the workflows 

into standard pre-defined processes, thus 

virtual servers and software systems. 

Unlimited scaling removes all impediments 

to increasing speed and provides smoother, 

more reliable access to users in remote areas.

 Contemporary MAM systems 
offer collaborative organisation 
of content along with faster, easy 
and accessible productive 
workflows that integrate with 
third party systems.
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leaving no room for repetition or error 

for that matter. Schleifer explained, “The 

type of automation that is critical for 

MAM based solutions is often built around 

business rules and logical instantiation 

of the workflow in the installed modules, 

components, and integration. The power 

of scripting is often how the customer’s 

requirements are automated to deliver 

invisible and seamless results.”

IN TUNE WITH THE TIMES
Most of the MAM solutions in conventional 

newsrooms were deployed several 

years ago. Naturally, there are several 

reinstallation or revitalising opportunities 

The first generation MAM installations 

were very focused on making sure 

broadcasters did not lose their media assers. 

This new generation of solutions can enable 

new workflows that can make or break an 

installation. Whether it is multi-format 

publishing, enabling site to site collaboration, 

lifecycle management, or maximizing asset 

re-use, the MAM is now central to moving 

the business model forward.The three 

primary fundamental issues with traditional 

MAM solutions – costly infrastructure, poor 

automation across content supply chain 

and lack of enterprise-wide adoption – the 

future of media assets seems certainly well 

managed. 

Ad Juggler is a master control automation innovation for sports play sponsorship 

CONSUMER CONNECT

AVECO RELEASES AD JUGGLER AT 2018 NAB SHOW

Among other features, Ad Juggler includes 
Aveco’s Commercial Counter which dynamically 
updates minute-by-minute the total commercial 
duration, so networks and stations easily remain 
within regulatory commercial limits. 

Aveco’s Ad Juggler is extremely versatile. It 
is part of the broader award-winning ASTRA 
automation suite of tools that includes the in-
dustry’s most advanced master control plat-
form, news/sports production automation, stu-
dio show automation, MAM and multi-MAM/
PAM integration. 

Aveco’s Ad Juggler integrates any third-

party equipment – Aveco has the TV industry’s 
largest library of interfaces and implemented 
APIs from all manufacturers, facilitating selec-
tion of the best hardware and software across 
the broadcast chain. 

Ad Juggler can also serve stand-alone, us-
ing Aveco’s Redwood Blue (powered by Har-
monic), or, using commercial-off-the-shelf 
hardware in Aveco’s Redwood White. Ad 
Juggler changes the game of ad revenue op-
timization in sports.  It’s a unique and impor-
tant innovation in live sports monetization. 

Come see Aveco at NAB, Booth SU8516!

Until now, all high-end master control automa-
tion systems used in sports, including Aveco’s, 
have included alternate playlists to use in case of 
rain-delays, schedule over-runs/under-runs and 
in times of rapid changes. However, none were 
designed to handle play-level sponsorships. Ad-
vertisers want to sponsor different types of plays.  
Just name the sport, and there are plenty of spon-
sorship opportunities. 

Aveco’s Ad Juggler, co-developed with one 
of the world’s largest media companies, is a 
breakthrough. Operators hit one key to ex-
ecute the type of sponsorship as a video and/or 
graphic, based on a standing-order from traffic.  
This brings significant new revenue. Selling 
such sponsorship is easy as viewer attention is 
at its highest.  Aveco makes this extremely easy 
to accomplish. 

Aveco’s Ad Juggler can be within a station 
or network master control room (MCR), a re-
gional or national MCR centralcast room, or it 
can be provided as a MCR service from a tele-
port or networking service provider partner. 

 Aveco’s Ad Juggler is part of Aveco’s ASTRA automation suite of tools.

that lie within for solution providers. The 

older technology does not use AI or apply 

it to better storytelling and live event 

processing, nor does it offer a platform for 

that option in the future. 

“The older systems did not integrate with 

many of today’s modern third-party tools 

such as HDR processing and automatic 

‘speech-to-text’ systems for subtitling and 

translations on the fly, and most important, 

today’s MAM software is optimised for 

virtual deployments, including cloud 

infrastructure, allowing an upgrade to 

reduce costs, reduce labour, increase speed 

and automation, and use less bandwidth for 

delivery,” said Abel. 


